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MASTER
"Engineering and Economic Studies for Direct Applications of Geothermal

Energy in an Industrial Park at Pahoa, Hawaii" - Contract IIDE-AC03-79ET27233
with the U.S. Department of Energy

During this period, all study work was completed; only the work necessary
to respond to DOE's review of the Draft Final Report remains.

The Draft Final Report is summarized below:

DIRECT HEAT GEOTHERMAL OPPORTUNITIES

The increasing high cost of imported oil has created a favorable econo-

uric and political climate for geothermal development in Hawaii. Today,

"energy self-sufficiency" is a major concern of Hawaiian politics and

business.

This study report addresses that portion of the energy self-sufficiency

program related to a conceptual use of geothermal heat for industrial and

agricultural applications. It concludes that a direct heat geothermal com-

mercial park located near Pahoa, Hawaii, appears feasible.

The long term benefit of a geothermal industrial park for Hawaii is

substantial. The park would demonstrate the economic opportunity of direct

heat applications of geothermal energy. In the future, Hawaii could serve

as a technology transfer center to export the park concept throughout the

Pacific and serve as a geothermal training and research center.

MARKET IDENTIFICATION

A literature .earch of geothermal direct heat applications resulted in

31 processes. Separately and together, .e1ected team members submitted

their assessment for each process. Selection criteria dictated that poten-



~.~ tial processes:

Be heat intensive.

Relate to Hawaiian raw materials or low-cost imports.

Be technologically proven.

Be free from any known limiting barriers.

Have a potential market.

The principle conclusions reached from these assessments were:

No one process or market stood out as a definite possibility

There would be problems associated with all developments

It is difficult to penetrate the complex Hawaiian market

Transportation to and from Pahoa is a critical factor

Transfer of mainland technology to Hawaiian application must

be done carefully.

Through repeated review with increasingly stringent criteria for inclu

sion in the industrial park, the list was narrowed to nine potentially prom

ising industries.

The ni ne potenti al processes selected for an i ni ti al economi c vi abi Ii ty

analysis were:

Aquaculture oriented to the production of tilapia

Cement bonded wallboard

Ethanol plant using a wet oxidation process

Catt Ie' feedmi 11 usi ng sugar cane trash and/or bagasse

Freeze drying of Rona coffee

loa lumber processing using a geothermal heated kiln

Papaya processing

Protein recovery plant

Geothermal applications research laboratory

The park concept developed from this study includes an ethanol plant

producing 20,000 gallons per day of fuel grade alcohol utilizing ligno

cellulous feedstock. (i.e., bagasse and woodw8ste as the mainstay industry).
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Secondary geothermal industries include 8 cattle feedmill producing 240 tons

per day of 8 feed roughage component from sugar cane trash and a papaya

processIng facility for fresh, pureed and dried fruit. A real estate deve

lopment firm IS envisioned as the park developer who would ultimately lease

or sell the facilities to users. A research laboratory to evaluate and

demonstrate geothermal di rect heat appli cati ons could be valuable. to' pro

mote geothermal commercialization. Geothermal heat could be provided from

a nearby field developed by a resource firm either in conjunction with an

electrical power plant or for sole dedication to the direct heat applica

tions in the industrial park.

SITE DEVELOPMENT

For the purpose of this study, a site located on Amfac property near

Pahoa in the Puna District on the Island of Hawaii was used, see Figure 1.1.

It is emphasized that this is a study site only and that other sites in

and near the Kilauea east rift zone may be equally feasible. Further, it

has been concluded that combining all the industries in a centralized park

may not prove practicable. In contrast, it appears equally desirable to

disperse the industrial plants.

Thus, actual development of any industrial park site or sites sub

sequent to this study would most likely be undertaken by a real estate firm

working closely with a major land owner.

GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE

The primary geothermal resource in the State of Hawaii is found in the

Ki lauea Volcano east ri ft zone 'that trends in a north easterly di rection

two miles south of Pahoa. The surface geological expressions suggest that

geothermal resources are likely to be found more or less continuously



through this zone. Thus, the proposed drilling site 2-1/2 miles south of

the industrial park site has a high probability of success. The dry hole

risk of drilling at the proposed well site is 3 in 10; the probability of

attaining adequate resource for the industrial park is estimated at 80%.

Two geothermal resource development scenarios were developed to provide

heat for the commercial park:

1. Development of geothermal wells as a primary energy source for a

25 MWe power plant, with the residual steam being used by the com

mercial park. The cost for hydrothermal fluid transmission and

the cost for the well development would be apportioned between the

electric application and the mrect heat applications.

2. Development of geothermal wells and transmission facilities dedi

cated to the commercial park and thus independent of mrect

electric power generation.

Under either scenario, the hydrothermal fluid will be converted to

steam at the wellhead and transported 2-1/2 miles to the 800 acre

industrial site located at the edge of the rift zone. Geothermal brine

will be re-injected at the well site.

Initially, a price of $2.67/MBTU/hr. was calculated for geothermal

steam assuming an average use of 1000 BTU/hr. This cost was compared

with a fossil fuel cost of $8.92. Subsequently when the exact processes

were known, this cost was recomputed for the prin~iple industry, and then

the principle industry plus the secondary industries were selected.

INITIAL TEST FOR ECONOMIC VIABILITY

An initial economic viability test assessed the differential costs of

locating each of the potential industries in the commercial park at Pahoa,



utilizing geothermal energy, versus the industry's current location and

cost profile. Freight, logistic, energy and distribution costs were found

to be the primary cost variance.

ENGINEERING AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Those industries which still appeared economically profitable after

this initial analysis when relocated to the commercial park at Pahoa were

then subjected to detailed engineering and economic analysis.

A geothermal resource development consisting of one production well,

one standby and one injection well dedicated solely for an ethanol plant

was evaluated. All costs of the basic park development and a mnimal pipe~

line were included. A second analysis was based on adding a second produc

tion well for the proposed cattle feed mIl, and a papaya processing

fad Ii ty.

BARRIERS AND CONCERNS

Issues relating to potential barriers and concerns for developing a

geothermal commercial park at Pahoa, Hawaii were evaluated.

These issues involved the major social, environmental and legal matters

impacting on the proposed conceptual park development. Permitting proce

dures were addressed.

FINAL CONCEPT

The final concept of the park includes:

1. The anchor industry would be a commercial plant designed to pro

duce 20,000 gallons per day of fuel-grade ethanol and other energy

products. Initial feedstock would be bagasse and wood from ohia

forests and wastes from lumber operations. Later on, eucalyptus

and leucaena trees will be grown on nearby energy tree farms.



2. A proposed cattle feedmill that would produce a roughage com

ponent for cattle feed using sugar cane leaves (trash) would

be combined with 8 binder. and then be cubed and dehydrated.

There is a good export market for such a product in Japan.

3. A proposed papaya processing facility with equity ownership by a

cooperative of Hawaiian papaya growers. This plant would include

an absorption refrigeration cooled warehouse for fresh fruit. a

puree production line. and 8 vacuum dehydration process to make

papaya snacks. Because of the nature of the papaya industry 1n

the Puna District. such 8 plant could provide an opportunity for

cooperative ownership by the local farmers.

4. A proposed research facility would demonstrate the feasibility of

other heat applications of additional promising processes that

were identified.

CONCLUSIONS

An opportunity exists if community acceptance barriers can be resolved

for the establishment of a commercial agri-park that could have co-located

businesses cascading the use of geothermal heat. Such an installation can

become a reality by 1984. providing acceptance by the community is resolved

and providing a developer becomes seriously interested.




